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President's

MARCH

[Shri Morarji Desai]

I

That must

to do.

cannot

force

them

be fecognised.
to

do

anything

and they ·cannot force me to do any
thing. It would not be right and it is
not provided in the Constitution.
Member said that the ad

some Hon.
was

imposed on

the Presicler.t.

that he was not allowed
he wanted to say.
Parliament,

he

to say that

Being a Member of
does not

even

know

what the Constitutional practice is ·,nd
what the functions of the President and
the Government are! when the Presi
dent gives an Address on the opening
day of
Parliament it is always the
statement of Government policy.

It is

not the fint time that the President has
delivered

an

Addl'ess.

But

when

nothing could be said, what else would
be said?
I

was more surprised when it

w..is

said that the Presid-ent's Address lacks
sharpness,

direction.

inspiration and

Now, we do not want to be sharp with
anybody: that is left to my hon. friends.
I don't like to be

sharp at all With

anybody, nor would the President l�ke
to do that.
SHRI

YESHWANTRAO

CHA VAN

(Satara): You are always blunt!
SHRI
blunt:

I

MORARJI DESAI: I am not
am

truthful.

If

what

I am

saying no w is bluntness. I cannot help
it.
Then,

Sir,

it

was

disappointing.
ed,

said

that

it was

If they are disaopo'.nt

they are disappointed, how can

say they should be satisfied?
order
any

satisfaction.
evidence of

their faces.

I

do

not

se:�

disappointment

on

That is all I can say.

Then, it was
half truths.

But

I

I �annot

said that it contains

Now,

what

are

truths that we have given?

�he

lialf

It was said

that there are half truths about prices.
What are half truths?
that the prices

Is it not a fact

today are not hit;her

than the prices i n March last?
have been

fluctuations in

prices during
have

a

i he

year,

There

wholesale

that also we

imitted. We have not kept back

:

we have published ·them

fr;om time to time .
SHRI

C

M.

STEPHEN

(Idukki):

Wha t about consumer prices?
'

SHRI
prices

But what I surprised me was when
dress

Address (M)

1978
anything

cannot force me to do what they want
me

6,

MORARJI DESAI:

are also

Consumer

being regulated:

they

are also coming down.
YESHW ANTRAO

SHRI

CHA VAN:

I have read out a para from the :E:co
nomic Review which shows what is the
rise i n price s in diff.erent areas, parti
cularly the consumer prices so far as
the people are concerned.
SHRI MORARJI DESAI: That ::iuorn
tion proves that we have not kept 1:.ark
anything,
SHRI

YESHWANTRAO

CHAVAN:

We are discussing President's Address.
SHRI MORARJI DESAI: I am also
doing that.

Then, a very serious :hing

was said that we are not acknowledg;ng
Opposition's cooperation.

unkind.

I

have

This is ,,ery

tried as best, as

I

could, to take as much cooperation o.nd
cooperation in some
I have received

not in all matters, but this is
'
But to say
not for me to complain.
that I did not acknowledge this is not

matters

I have said that we are bring
right.
for
ing in constitutional amendments
undoing some of the things we <ill dis

approve and that we want to take the
Opposition with us and we are in the

process of it. I am very thankful to
them that they have agreed on ma Y
and said
said that
have
things. r

�

many places, and I
that publicly at
wish we continue to do that more and
If the Speaker was elected un
more.

animously, it was due to the Oppo,;i
It was true about

tion's cooperation.
the

·election

I have

of the

publicly

�

President

also.

acknowledged it.

have tha ked them for it.

I

If we tak e

achieving this coopera
tion for the first time in thirty years.
Why is it
are we very wrong in it?
said that our claim is wrong?

the credit for

SHRI

YESHWANTRAO

CHAVAN:

The im"'lortance is of those who r:ive
cooperation and not those who ::isk
for it?

'

a«9

Prnident'8

PHALGUNA 15, lttft (SAKA)

SHRI MORABJI DESAI; It is aaly
when we give cooperation that we
receive cooperation. Cooperation is
always given, not demanded. I do not
demand cooperation, therefore both of
us have got to give cooperation with*
out demanding it. Who oblige whom?
We oblige each other, not anybody else.
We are doing our duty to the country
and to the Parliament. That is all 1
would say.
Well, at any rate, I am glad that my
hon. friend approved of the President
not coming in a horse carriage. At
any rate, there is some approval of
what has been done. I am glad, he
wants us to go further; that will hap
pen in course of time. I wish, they
had begun it and not left it to us Is it
also not the first?
SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN:
Creditable.
SHRI MORARJI DESAI: Then it is
said that the Janata Government
claims credit as if things are now
being done for the first time in the
history of the country. 1 thmk, that
is a caricature of what we meant to
say. The country h a s advanced m
1. thirty years. Who can deny that?
We cannot say that all that has been
done h a s not yet reached the oeople.
It has not reached the majority, that
is all we have been saying We want
therefore to give a new direction That
is all we are claiming If the country
had not advanced, where would we
have been’ Not only that, but I have
always said that everything that was
done by the last Government cannot
he wrong There can be some things
which were wrong, but i*ot all. We
have affirmed that we will honour al]
the obligations which have been under
taken even in our foreign relations as
well as all agreements and treaties,
etc. We are bound to honour them.
We did not start on a blank slate. The
only difficulty is that we started on a
muddled slate. Therefore, it takes
time to clear it up before we can write
That is my difficulty. That is what is
sought to be pointed out. I may sorry
3852 LS—10

Address ( « )
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I could not point it out in * manner
that the middle could be cloaked M d
given a different meaning. How con
I do that? I have not got that capa«
city.
Then, it is said that the law and
order problem lg not mentioned at alL
I do not know what was to be men*
tioned. It is said that the law and
order situation has not improved much.
I have no objection to it. But why
has it come to this pass? Are we res
ponsible for this? Or are those who
were carrying on before us responsible
for this thing in the country? If we
did not say that, should we be ~nade
to say that? That was not done be
cause we did not want ill-feeling to
arise. That is why we did not say
some of those things.
Then, it was said that MISA is oeing
continued. MISA is not being con
tinued. The old Preventive Detention
Law which has been there all the
while and which was vitiated and
made terrible during the two years of
emergency is being done away with.
But law is required to cope with
violence. I would even earnestly
plead with my hon friends opposite
that we have to find some methods of
solving these problems. Is it good for
all of us that we should spent time in
the manner it was spent in the first
45 minutes? Can we not do it more
peacefully and more usefully? If a
method is not found, then some way
has to be found to see that we do not
spend our time for nothing.

Therefore, let us not always find
fault with everything that is being
done with the best of intentions and in
the interests of the country in the
conditions as they exist.
Then, it was said that the liberty of
the individual would be permanently
damaged if MISA continues. MISA
does not continue but the preventive
law is introduced and is put in the
Criminal Procedure Cede and it is done
in a more straight forward manner.

291
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[Shn Morarji Desai]
There are provisions already in the
Criminal Procedure Code where yeople
can be taken up without a judicial
trial It is being introduced in the
relevant chapter for violent people It
is not being done lor political wore at
all, but if political work becomes vio
lent, then it will get into that category
That also must be understood
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other form It should not be kept in
any other form. (Interruptions).

SHRI A BALA PAJANOR
Mrs
Gandhi also said the same thing

SHRI MORARJI DESAI They can
say it at the proper time when the Bill
is here and when it us discussed they
will have full time to say Why drag
me into discussion on this7 I have to
say about these matters because these
things were mentioned in the debate
on the Presidents Address, otherwise
I would not have mentioned it at nil
here

SHRI MORARJI DESAI My hon
friends opposite cannot say that the
same thing was done in emergency It
is we who can say what was done m
emergency and not they
(Inter
ruptions)

Mention has been made about the
Minorities Commission It was a very
unkind thing said by an hon Member
that Shn Minoo Masam is pro-Isrt>el
and anti-Arab This is totally wrong

SHRI A BALA PAJANOR When
the Prime Minister says something
against facts we have to protest We
are a separate party having a separate
identity He says there is the metger
and I want to know the clarification
from them also When I said that this
wag the tone Mrs Gandhi used when
she introduced MISA I was present
hare It was the same kmd of 4one
that she used
SHRI MORARJI DESAI My hon
fnend does not realise what I am
saying

SHRI MOHD SHAFI QURESHI He
held a demonstration
SHRI MORARJI DESAI I do rot
want to go into that just now But
this is not correct
In the same breath it has been baid
that the policies of the Government are
the same as that of the Swatantra
Party What I have to say is that
party s policies are policies of the
Janata Party and we have said that we
will follow the Gandhian lines to the
best of our capacity

SHRI SAMAR MUKHERJEE (How
rah) It is correct what my friend is
saying Similar arguments were giver
when MISA was introduced But we
have our life s bitter experience Out
of the bitter experience we have the
same apprehension By another 1 irnt
you are keeping this MISA

Then it is said Government should
bring out a White Paper on minorities,
hill States and weaker sections I do
not know what kind of White J^aper
they want If they tell me or if they
inform me I can consider

SHRI MORARJI DESAI Well is it
the time for arguing this matter I do
not know why my hon friend is intetrupting in this manner m this matter
I do not know why this should bo
brought up just now

There is again a reference to the
Centre State relations here and also
m the other House It is said th«r
there should be a national debate Wt-11,
national debate is probably being car
ried on in newspapers But I cannot
arrange a special national debate on
this matter I am not going to do it.
Let it be understood But I im pre
pared to discuss with anybody who
wants to discuss it as many times as

SHRI SAMAR MUKHERJEE Oar
silence should not be taken as a con
sent MISA should go lock stock
barrel It should be brought in no
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lie wants. Until vm convince each
other we can go on discussing. I am
going to do that.

be one overnight. (Interruptions) I
know the philosophy of my hon.
friends. In this matter we differ.

SHRI K. LAKKAPPA; Your partner
in West Bengal is demanding.

Well, I have already said fbout
prices. We are taking positive steps.
It is not as if no positive steps were
taken. We have taken positive ateps,
especially, in the matter of articles
which are in short supply and those
which can be imported we have im
ported them and the prices have come
down. In respect of several thing#
where exports were allowed and there
fore prices were going up, the prices
have come down.

SHRI MOHD. SHAFI QURESHI: His
party has been issuing contradictory
statement*. Naturally we are within
our rights to take up the matter
seriously. Some of his party men vant
•Jammu and Kashmir special status
under Article 370 to be scrapped.
There are contradictions within Janata
Party.
SHRI MORARJI DESAl: Then the
question of unemployment was raised
saying that it has not been mentioned
in the Address at alL But it has be*>n
mentioned positively what steps axe
being taken tor economic improvement.
That is a matter to relieve unemploy
ment. Therefore, if it is felt that
nothing specific has been said, we wJl
be more careful about it next time.
That is all I can say.
1 do not know how it was said that
there is concentration of economic
power in a few hands. Well, we have
not done it. We have several things
and if there was more concentration, it
was during the last six or seven years
than ever before at any time. One
firm or one family whose assets were
Rs 300 crores have risen to Rs 1290
crores in this period. Who is responsi
ble for it? Are we responsible for it?
There are other houses like that. We
are not responsible for it. Why throw
dust in our eyes?

SHRI DINEN BHATTACHARYA
(Serampore): You can stop it.
SHRI MORARJI DESAI; You do all
the harm and we do all the good. We
want to do it, but it will take time. It
is easy to destroy a house. It is not so
easy to construct a house. That takes
time. We are doing it
We are going to see that that con
centration does not remain. It cannot

Sugar prices have come down and
people are now clamouring for a rise in
sugar prices. One interest says that
prices should come down whereas an
other interest says that prices should
go up. We have to balance all these
interests. We cannot only say that one
interest is right and not the other
interests.
The real interest, the paramount
interest, is that of the consumers. But
the paramount interest of the consu
mers cannot be safeguarded unless the
interest of the producers is legitimate
ly safeguarded.
Therefore, we have to balance bo*h
these things. And that is what we are
trying to do. I am sure that results
will be seen as time goes on and as
measures become more effective.
But, the most surprising thing of all
was when Commissions of Enquiries
were referred to by my hon. friend the
Leader of the Opposition. Well, he
protected himself by saying that he had
made no research That means, he
said things based on what he had
heard or what he had perhaps seen in
some irresponsible newspapers. Can
we expect that from the Leader of the
Opposition? And, what are the facts?
He said. 49 Commissions are appointed.
The Centre has appointed seven Com
missions of Enquiry. One has already
submitted its report. Therefore it is
not as though they will go on indefi
nitely. We will see that they do not
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go on for more than three to tour 3 ears
and that they must Sad as ^oon os
possible

SHRI YSSHWANTRAO CHAVAN:
We have done that That is the tradi
tion m Maharashtra But what about
the Guarantee Act for employment9

But, when he came to the statement
about expenditure on them I dont
know what happened He said Rs 900
crores will be spent I don’t know
how I did not know that he had iv p i
this kind of imagination that when il
is not even Rs 9 crores it goes to
Rs 900 crores ’

SHRI MORARJI DESAI, Guarantee
Act may be all right but to give doles,
I am dead against doles because it
creates beggary and the experience,
all the world-over, where this has
been given is that
those who are
given what you call
unemployment
allowance do not want to work when
it is given to them because they get
allowance without work This men
tality cannot be allowed And I won t
be a party to it whatever happens on
that score Give work and pay This
is, all that should be done and that
is what we seek to do now We are
now doing what you omitted to do
That is all I wish to say I wish
a
line had been said about it

AN HON MEMBER Zero has no
value for them
SHRI MORARJI DESAI It won t go
beyond Rs 1 ciore whatever happens^
and ytt he bays Rs 900 crnies So
far on these Commissions, Rs 35 lakhs
have been spent And we want to sec
that they are completed as. parly as
possible More has been spent in the
case of one Commission because t has
to make enqumes m all the States a n d
therefore Enquiry and Investigat rg
Teams have to be appointed which ha^
involved this expenditure Otherwise
it would not have been even this

Then a suggestion was made that
wait.es should be linked with produc
tion I agiee entirely We are trying
to do whatever we can m this matter

18 Commissions or so are appointed
by the States with which the Centre
hid nothing to do Out of these 10
10 are appointed m the States where
hon
friends are ruling Now
should that abo bo laid at my door’
Does that not mean that it is necessary
to have them9 When they also think
it is necessnrv how. is it right to i> /
that it should not be necessary for
us’

Then it is said the iatt of industrial
and agricultural production was much
highei during the Congress Rule That
is just not true Yes a jcar before
last the r »tt of industiicjl production
was higher than the rate of industrial
production 1tsl -vear That is some
what trui
But the agiicultural pro
duction has been higher last year than
that >f ptcvious years This 1^ not to
t kp credit but wt have m°ntioned it
Thert are many such things which
have happened

Then there was reference ibout
Land Reforms It was said that Gov
ernment s policies will benefit onlv ■*he
rich fanners That may have been so
m the last few y e a r s perhaps I had
started thi5 crusade against big far
mers or big landlords in Bombay in
1937 My hon friend the Leader of
the Opposition w^s, * partner m it
from 1946 and he knows that in
Bombay we made the tenants owners
of the lnnd and we
abolished all
crop sharing and the rents were re
duced to a proper reasonable thing in
cash

The per capita income m rural sec
tor is lower—not now but it has been
lower We want to see that it comes
up and up That is why we aie mak
ing a drive for rural development and
we are giving it the first priority All
that is being done I do not want to
advertise these things which are being
done but only those things that actually
serve the people so that no paper pro
paganda is necessary I do not want
to make paper propaganda without
action being taken afterwards and feel
satisfied that everything is good in
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*he state ol Home. We do not believe
in this kind of a policy. And the most
surprising statement made was that
the public sector is being diluted. I
do not know where it is being diluted.
Public sector receives not only much
attention but better attention to-day.
*We are making it more efficient and,
wherever public sector is required,
we will have it. There is no question
of that at all. What we want is that
there should not be such wrong atti
tude. Both public sector and private
sector must work in cooperation and
supplement each other. Then alone
the country can thrive There is a com
mon policy, accepted by all of us ex
cept perhaps some, that there should
be a mixed economy. And that is
what is being followed.
Therefore, let there be no apprehen
sion that public sector is going to be
diluted in any way. It will be made
stronger, more efficient and more pro
fitable, more productive and more ser
viceable to the people. It is said that
the latest Economic Survey is a bonus'
document I do not know if hon.
Member has any restraint on language.
I do not want to name him. I am
sorry I was not present during the
debate. I could not be I must apolo
gise (Interruptions) . I am not say* ing it to you. I am saying that some
body said it. I am also sorry that some
of my colleagues were not
present
during the debate and at one stage it
was complaincd that there was
no
Cabinet Minister present.
That is
against all of us. So, we will all have
to be careful in this matter.
Again a statement is made about the
commissions, namely, the commissions
are appointed to give employment to
persons. What a fantastic statement
to make. Let it be pointed out as to
who from the party have been provided
in these commissions and I will give
a reply to it.
In the matter of family planning, it
was said that this programme has got
to Tx re-oriented and strengthened.
I agree it has to be strengthened. We
attach the highest importance to it.
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But we suffer from a reaction which
wag caused on account of some forcible
operations during the Emergency. But
I am quite sure that the reaction is
now ending and we will have much
better results during the
next two
years.
It was said that anti-Defection Bill
should be brought before the Parlia
ment soon. I should like to bring it
tomorrow if my hon’ble iriends agree.
I should like to have it passed without
further delay.
SHRI K. LAKKAPPA: We agree.
SHRI MORARJI DESAI: We will
see. And it was said by an hon’ble
Member that Lokpal Bill should cover
PM and judges of High Court but not
MPs Why’ Is it because MP is
the
reverse of PM? I do not know why
that distinction should be made. All
should be included in it because all
have to be above board.
Members
of Parliament arc the source of Minis
ters and it the Members of Parlia
ment do not have that reputation, what
will Ministers alone don. Therefore,
we must have MPs also included in it.
I do not have a n y doubt about it.
I would now touch only the last
two points where it was asked, why
should there be special relations with
Iran and Japan? There is no question
of special relations with anybody. We
ha\e equal friendly relations with
1 verybody. That is what we want But
if some people understand it
more
and are more helpful than some others,
that cannot be helped. That depends
upon the conditions in every country.
That also is not a question of unwil
lingness. But I must admit and ac
knowledge with thanks ♦hat all the
countries are
cooperating with us
even better than I can do with them.
Therefore, I am very happy about it.
This is also a condition for
which
Janata
Government can certainly
claim a legitimate satisfaction.
We
have improved our position in the
whole region. Now the conditions are
much better and they are going to be
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so well-sorted out in a friendly man
ner that there will be no ripple of
any kind in future That is what we
are attempting to do
In regard to the prohibition pro
gramme, it was said that it should be
implemented immediately, and it was
also said that it should be given up as
it was fad I do not know how it
is a fad It is in the Constitution Is
the Constitution a fad’ I do not under
stand Are people now wiser than the
framers of the
Constitution
the
fathers of the Constitution* It was
put in there unanimously There were
Members of the Constituent Assembly
who were addicted to it and they also
agreed with it Therefore, where is
the question of going back on it
Prohibition is meant fot the uplift
of the poor more than anything tl e
The Condition of the poor is getting
woise as a result of this temptation of
shops and they throw all their income
m that and their families starve and
are naked without clothes, and unices
this is stopped unless this temptation
is removed from their p^th their po
sition will nevei impio\e That is the
peculiar position in this
country
Therefoic prohibition is an imperative
necessity and one who opposes piohibition is an enemy of the poor I
should say
(Interruption„)
SHRI K LAKKAPPA What about
Shri Subramamam Swamy’s
state
ment'
STTRI MORARJI DESAI After all
the> are *11 bound bv my statement
That must also be understood Every
Member is bound bv my statement and
they are They are not to be told
about that But if you want to create
di Kerenre you will fail Be sure of it
that you are not going to succeed m
this matter at all
SHRI A B A L A PAJAN OR
p rohibition
’

Not on
"*

SHRI MORARJI DESAI On
matter

any

SHRI C M STEPHEN
(Idukki)
Your Members will agree with that,
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but will continue to be drinking.. . .

(Interruptions).
SHRI
MORARJI DESAIWell
1 am glad that you came back. iJow,
one
last
point
which
I
will
make, which was referred to also here,
is tha't the action of this Government
in removing the Ministry in Karnataka
before elections was wrong It must
have been seen that there were elec
tions at that time m six States We
did not remove ministry in any State
except in this Stale, where we did not
create conditions tor it It is
their
split and their quarrels which created
a situation of complete instability and
therefore we had to do it to ensure
that the election was free and fair and
it must have been seen that the elec
tion was fair otherwise you would
not have come bdek to power What
more proof is requned for the elec
tion to be fdir under this Government *
It is the best proof loi it Whtxever
>ou sec it will have to be
freely
acknowledged
I herelore I would
request my hon friends to look
at
matters more objectively and dispas
s io n U e ly
They have every right to
find fiult with me
Wherever they
see a f-iult I shall be grateful if they
point out those faults to mo
But
please d o not see where there is no
fault to lind Unnecessarily you will
expose youiseli to anothci cnticism
AN IION MEMBER What Criti
cism’
DR KARAN SINGH (Udhampur)
Ma\ I with your permission. Sir, ask
the Prime Minister one small clarifica
tion’ The entire House and the’ na
tion welcomes the setting up of the
Minonties
Commissiun, because it
is a sacred duty that the minorities
must be fully protected I just want
to point out that there are some States
where only the Hindus are in ramonty Will the hon Prime Minister
kindly clarify and confirm that
m
those States where the Hindus are in
a minority the Minorities Commission
will also be applicable and will bring
it under its purview’
SHRI MORARJI DESAI It is a very
peculiar position in this country that
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a
every community can claim to be
minority everywhere or somewhere. It
is left to the Commission to decide.
DR. KARAN SINGH: Will Jammu
& Kashmir come within their pur
view?
SHRI MORARJI DESAI: That will
be for the Commission to decide.

DR. KARAN SINGH: It is a natio
nal problem. It should come.
MR. SPEAKER: There are a number
of amendments moved by the
hon.
Members.
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SHRI MORARJI DESAI: I thought
I had spoken about it twice or thrice
in this House and that it was
not
necessary for me to reiterate. I have
made that clear and I thought that was
clear. I am
keen, I should like to
emphasise that I feel keenly, but not
more keenly than members of the
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tri
bes can feel because I am not in that
position; therefore I cannot claim that,
but I want to see that this complaint
does not remain at all and it is there
fore that we appointed a permanent
commission. I have issued Instructions,
or
suggestions if I may say
so—
because I cannot call them instruc
tions, I do not want to interfere with
the state in any matter; it would be
wrong and so it would be a wrong use
Of the word. I have advised them that
they should take prompt action against
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officers where any such instance takes
place so that they are always care*
ful to see that these things do not
happen, that is in the case of not only
all Scheduled Tribes and Scheduled
Castes but also all backward classes,
particularly in the matter of
com
munal tension or violence, they must
be alive to it and take preventive
action before anything happens and
if something does happen they must
take prompt action against persons
concerned. If any officer is found want
ing, he will not be able to 'Sontinue
in service; that is what I have said.
I do not think I need to say more.
This is a national question and I hope
all parties will make it a point to co
operate in this matter so that we re
move permanently this evil blot on
the life of this country and get rid of
it.
MR. SPEAKER: I shaU now put aU
the amendments to the Motion
of
Thanks to the vote of the House.
All the amendments were put and
negatived.
MR. SPEAKER; I shall now put the
main motion to the vote of the House.
The question is.
“That an Address be presented to
the President m the follwing terms:
“That the Members of Lok Sabha
assembled in this Session are deeply
grateful to the President for the
Address which he has been pleased
to deliver to both Houses of Parlia
ment assembled together on
the
20th February, 1978.”
The motion was adopted.

13.43 hrs.
PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE
B e t w a R iv e r B o a r d R u le s , 1977 a n »
A n n u a l R e p o r t o f I n d ia n D i a r y C o r 
p o r a t i o n B o a r d s f o r 197G-77

THE MINISTER OP AGRICUL
TURE AND
IRRIGATION (SHRI
SURJIT SINGH BARWALA): I beg

